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NorseBoat 21.5 – Classic Lines, Modern Craft
21.5 Cabin & Open Models, Engineered For High Performance & Ease of Use
The NorseBoat 21.5 Cabin and Open
models have classic lines and exceptional
performance. At the dock they attract
a crowd. Under sail their efficient hull
shape and rig make them stable, well
balanced and responsive.
NorseBoats are built to exacting
standards, and come in three sizes:
NorseBoat 12.5, NorseBoat 17.5 and
NorseBoat 21.5. The hulls are provided
by Bras d’Or Boatworks of Baddeck,
Nova Scotia, and the balance of the
build and outfitting are by NorseBoat
Limited on Prince Edward Island.
NorseBoat styling and sailing
performance are superb. The 21.5 models have recognizable NorseBoat features such as the lapstrake hull,
abundant cockpit seating and storage space, pivoting carbon mast, fully-battened mainsail with signature curved
head, and furling genoa mounted on a bowsprit. The lapstrake hull transitions to smooth below waterline, and the
sleek lines and powerful sail plan give the 21.5 models a competitive edge.
Another trademark of
the NorseBoat 21.5 is the
ease of use. It can be
single-handed, is
eminently trailerable, and
can be rigged by one or
two people in about 15
minutes. It goes in and
out of the water
effortlessly, and can be
towed by a modest-size
vehicle.

The 21.5 Cabin and Open models have the same
innovative fiberglass hull. The balance of the build
for both models is a high-quality wood/epoxy/glass
composite. The Open model has a varnished wood coaming, similar to the NorseBoat 12.5 and 17.5 models.
The NorseBoat 21.5 is relatively
lightweight, with a sailing
displacement-to-length ratio of 150.
A ballasted foil-shaped stub keel,
modest-size pivoting centerboard and
kick-up rudder provide good stability
with shallow draft. The spacious
cockpit seats eight and has large
storage lockers for gear.
There are a wide range of options
available for the NorseBoat 21.5.
NorseBoat 21.5 Specs
LOA (on deck)
LWL

21’-10”, 6.35m
19’-7”, 5.97m

Beam

7’-1”, 2.16m

Draft (board up)

1’-6”, 0.46m

Draft (board down)

3’-10”, 1.17m

Mainsail area

158sf, 13.94sm

Furling jib area

78sf, 5.57sm

Mast length

21’-2”, 6.45m

Mast ht. from WL

24’-6”, 7.47

Displacement

1900lbs, 862kg

Towing weight

2400lbs, 1088kg

Capacity
Outboard

8 persons
4hp gas or elec. outboard

